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CADE (Center for Architecture, Design and Education) moves into its new
home, a soaring 34 storey glass tower which is a composition of both
transparent and translucent boxes. The expandable translucent boxes
intercept the seamless transparent box advantageously to create a
dynamic facade which is both animated and programmed. This building
will offer to us the past, present and an opportunity to facilitate the
youth to re-imagine the future of Chicago.
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The LOOP starts with the aerial view of Chicago Downtown Model and
travels through the tower to capture anc create diffrent vantage points of
the city.

The building's most original feature is the Loop and the manner in which
it transcends through the tower. CADE's Loop will be a spectacle for the
riders, pedestrians and passerby as a reminiscent of the Chicago's historic loop which touched major landmarks. The seamless transparent atriums are interconnected within the tower allowing a visitor to move from
one destination to another through connectors. The Loop is ever-changing, moving, non-static, translating into social spaces in the sky which are
all public and semi-public in program.
The design adheres to the mandate of the competition and provides a
model for new educational system infringing from the routine of educational hierarchy and systematically creating opportunities for programmed and non-programmed spaces to mix. The flexible learning environment are a milieu of combinations to meet demand and supply. The
entire building almost seems to collapse into one.
If the building is spectacular in the skyline, it creates another moment
when it hits the ground. There is a fine sense of proportion, scale and
civic response. The design attempts to blur the boundary between inside
and out through the Loop. The other main attraction of the design is the
free aerial view of the Chicago model for model.
Christened as the LOOP the tower is a continuous public performance as
the program expands, collapses and overlaps within the transparent and
translucent boxes. The building can hence be read as an poignant expression of an urban path or an extreme collapse and regeneration of learning
spaces or maybe both.

The common social spaces between the learning environments form temporary exhibitions and a medium for public interaction with the student.
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The urban path overlooks the aerial skyline of Chicago marking the entry
to The Loop.

The atrium here is an urban garden that blurs the boundaries between the
Public and the Private realm of the Center.

